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Abstract—An automatic real time physical simulation 
method is presented through embedding physical attributes 
into collections of 3D models in Virtual Rapid Scene 
Building System called VR Scene Studio. In the physical 
simulation, dynamic equations of the objects with physical 
attributes are established by Lagrange method. The 
improved impulse-based paradigm is adopted to gain 
interactive simulating speed. To improve the performance, 
optimizing methods are investigated. The real time and 
physically plausible result can be achieved by the combined 
the above two methods. The experiment results show that 
the method is valid and practical. 

Index Terms—Physical attributes, real time simulation, 
scene building system, virtual reality. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A scene rapidly building system, including model 

generation, textures, and animation and so on, plays an 
increasingly important role in many applications, from 
computer games and 3D virtual wandering to urban 
planning. A scene building system can be used to build 
interactive and more realistic environment with low cost 
and less time. 

Realism with physical attributes such as gravity, 
friction, collision, etc. is an important for a scene building 
system. Without physical attributes, models in the Virtual 
Scene will not fall down from high, and two objects will 
interpenetrate each other. Models in the scene should 
show the appropriate behavior according to their physical 
attributes. For instance, objects have different velocity 
depending on their height and mass, and two or more 
objects probably collide with each other. In a virtual 
scene, the ability is necessary to accurately predict the 
motions and deformation of objects with/without external 
force. Because contact and frictional behavior, dynamic 
models should be used to gain a realistic virtual scene [1]. 

As such importance, virtual reality tools often make use 
of physical simulation through certain physics engines. 
The most popular open source physics engines like Bullet 
[2] and Open Dynamics Engine [3] provide such 
functions. Academic and commercial developers also 
create their applications based on commercial physics 
engine Nvidia PhysX or Havok. But many developers do 
not have the know-how and resources to develop general 
purpose physics engines, as witnessed by the recent 
growth in the physics middle-ware industry.  

Literature and academic interests in supporting rapid 
scene building are growing. Liu et al. [4] develop a Virtual 
Reality platform, designing server and client applications, 

including a rendering engine based on OGRE, and finally 
they exhibit an interesting application. But their physical 
supported attributes are not mentioned. Braun et al. [5] 
presents a platform for simulating virtual environments 
where users can communicate and interact with each other 
using avatars with facial expressions and body motions. 
Some physical effects have been implemented to increase 
the realism of the simulation. In most VR system, Objects 
have only geometric representation, and no physical 
attributes are attached. As for rigid body simulation, 
O’Reilly Media, Inc. and Kaufmann provided a “big 
picture” view of a practical implementation [6, 7]. Most of 
the literature of physical simulation is not based on 3D 
objects database [8, 9]. 

VR Scene Studio is a 3D rapid scene building system 
developed by the team of Institute of Virtual Reality and 
Visualization Technology in Beijing Normal University[].  
The System is based on the Massive 3D Database and 3D 
scene can be built by it with less time than traditional 
tools. But currently there are no physical attributes in the 
scene.   

Our physical simulation method will solve such 
problem. It is different from the common physical engine. 
It is a pluggable component of the VR Scene Studio. The 
physical attributes can be embedded to the 3D models for 
physical simulation. The stability of physics simulation is 
vital; otherwise the users experience will be ruined. Our 
algorithm will focus on time stepping simulation methods. 
Another requirement of dynamic simulation in VR 
environment is real time. But as the computation is 
usually large in simulation, accuracy requirement is 
reduced to achieve real time performance. Due to the 
visually plausibility, the motion equations can be modified 
to approximate the simulation.    

 The primary contribution of this paper is to embedding 
physical attributes into 3D scene building system as VR 
Scene Studio to enhancing physical accuracy. It is able to 
deal with the collision forces with the existing virtual 
scene building system easily. This paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 is the overview of VR Scene Studio 
and the structure of the physical simulation module’s 
framework. Section 3 is the optimize methods adopted in 
the physical simulation module. In Section 4 and 5, we 
present some results along with a brief discussion of 
specific topics and possibilities for a future work. 

II. MECHANISM OF EMBEDDING PHYSICAL 
ATTRIBUTES 

In this section we describe a unified framework for 
embedding physical attributes into a 3D scene rapidly 
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building system. We start by the whole architecture of the 
VR Studio. To embed the physical attributes into the VR 
Studio, the representation of physical attributes is defined 
secondly. The dynamic model is the core of the physical 
module; finally the detail of the dynamic model is 
introduced. 

A. Architecture of the VR Studio 
The VR Scene Studio is a 3D rapid scene building 

system. In this section, we briefly illustrate the 
components integrated in VR Scene Studio. Figure 1 
shows a high-level view of the overall architecture of the 
scene building environment. Osg is responsible for the 
rendering of the 3D scene.  OsgBullet is the core physical 
module based on Bullet--an open source physical engine. 
The module is mainly included of three parts: users can 
set and get physical attributes through osgbInteraction, 
osgbCollision is responsible for collision detection and 
collision resolution. The most important part is 
osgbDynamics which is the core dynamic simulation 
class.  

 
Figure 1. Overall architecture of the scene building environment

An important feature typically provided by the scene 
building environment is the physical realism. 3D 
environments are enriched by the physical module which 
is responsible for setting and getting physical properties, 
collision detection, collision response, and multi-body 
dynamic modeling and computation. The structure of the 
physical module is illustrated by Figure 2.   

 
Figure 2.  Structure of the physical module 

In forward simulation the impulse was computed all 
through the whole process. The contact/collision solver 
gets contact/collision information from collision detection 
module and preprocesses the collected information. Then 
the constraint solver assurance the constraints to be not 
violate. The optimization module is used to accelerate the 
dynamic simulation. One time step later, computed new 
velocity and position are gained and the status of the 
system is updated. 

Currently, two simulating paradigms are widely 
adopted to treat the collisions: constraint-based and 
impulse-based. The latter is adopted in our physical 
library. Hahn firstly used a series of micro-collisions to 
prevent penetrations of resting objects [10]. Mirth 
improved Hahn’s method and proposed the impulse-based 
paradigm [11, 12]. Impulse-based simulation is different 
from typical interactive dynamic simulation on the way of 
contacts modeling. Rather than computing explicit 
constraint forces to be applied at contact points, contact 
interactions are modeled exclusively through collision 
impulses applied between bodies. Impulse-based 
simulation is designed to simulate moderately complex 
systems at interactive speeds. All interaction between 
objects is modeled only through contact points. Impulse is 
applied at these points in the collision response stage.

B. Representation of  physical attributes 
In this part we describe the representation of physical 

attributes to embed into the 3D rapid scene building 
system-VR studio. Based on the Massive 3D Database, 
every 3D model is treated as an entity in the VR Studio. 
Each entity is retrieved from database and added into the 
VR studio. With the support of physical module, the entity 
is independent functional component and can interact with 
the virtual environment and other entities. The virtual 
scene is composed of many entities. The following formal 
definitions give the representation of physical attributes. 

Definition 1  The Virtual Scene is composed of N 
entities (VSEle). 

VS={ :iVSEle i R!   } 
Definition 2 The Virtual Entity is the component of 

the Virtual Scene. Every Virtual Entity has geometrical 
and physical attributes. When the Virtual Entity is added 
into the Virtual Scene, the physical module is responsible 
to attach appropriate physical attributes with the Virtual 
Entity. 

{ , , : }VSEle index GeomAttr PhyAttr index R= !  
Definition 3 Geometrical attributes stand for the 

information of the geometry.
 { : }iGeomAttr DrawObj i R= !  
Definition 4: The physical attributes describe all the 

physical features which enable the Virtual Elements 
interact correctly with other elements in the virtual scene. 

 { _ : }iPhyAttr Attr Entry i R= !  
Definition 5: The physical attribute entries including   

name, category and value of the physical attributes. There 
exists logical relationship between the virtual entities. 
Physical module is responsible for maintaining the 
relationships of the virtual entities to assure the physical 
feasible features. 

 _ { _ , _ , _ }Attr Entry attr name attr kind attr value=  
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_attr name   is the name of the attribute entry. 

_attr kind   is the category of the attribute entry. 

 _attr value  the value of the attribute entry. 
Definition 6: Action is the trigger of the entities’ 

transformation. An action is included of five parts as 
following: 

{ _ , _ , _
, _ , _ }

Action act name act sender act receiver
act id act param

=
 

1) Construct the virtual scene entity from the 
database. 

2) Setup the physical attributes. 
3) According to the conditions, the physical module 

responsible for change the physical attributes. 
4) The underlying time step method and dynamical 

model govern the action of the virtual entity. 
Figure 3 shows the process of the interaction between 

the physical module and the database.

 
Figure 3.  Overall architecture of the scene building environment 

C. Mapping physical attributes to collections of 3D 
shapes 

To attach physical attributes to the 3D objects, it should 
define the mapping between 3D objects and physical 
attributes. Due to the variety, the 3D model objects are 
divided into 128 categories, 418 subcategories. As for 
physical attributes, different types of objects have 
different physical attributes. According to physical 
variety, objects are divided into three main kinds: rigid, 
soft, fluid. There are two types of mapping problems. One 
is the transformation performed on two categories. The 
other is the transformation performed on detailed physical 
attributes and 3D shapes. 

The proposed mapping diagram looks like a class 
diagram. Fig. 4 shows the mapping diagram. The mapping 
specification shows two levels of mapping which 
correspond to the former two types of mapping problems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  Mapping physical attributes to 3D shapes 

Figure 4 shows the mapping procedure which is applied 
to the mapping between 3D model object and physical 
attributes. Because the data model and the implementation 
method are separated, the mapping methodology used for 
the implementation can be changed easily. For simplicity, 
we established a mapping table between model category 
and three physical kinds. As for a specific physical 
classify, a predefined physical attributes set for next step 
of mapping.  Because variety of physical attributes for 
specific 3D object even in the same class, the additional 
artificial modify interface is also provided. 

III. DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF OBJECTS WITH 
PHYSICS ATTRIBUTES 

After embedding physical attributes, the physical 
module is responsible for simulating objects in the scene 
with physical correctness. Dynamic model is key issue for 
physical simulation. The dynamic equation is established 
by Lagrange method and the core Dynamic module is 
impulse-based paradigm. Section A introduces the detail 
of the dynamic model. Collision is also important in 
physical simulation, section B introduces collision 
response.Due to the length of this paper, the multi-body 
dynamics [13] is omitted.   

A. Dynamic Model 
The motion state of a body i can be described by its 

position of the center of mass !qi (t)  , its orientation 
!
Ri (t) , 

its linear velocity of the center of mass noted as !vi (t)  ,and 
its angular velocity !!i (t)  . So the current state of a body is 
given by a state vector !qi (t),

!
Ri (t),

!vi (t),
!
!i (t)( )

T . The 

simulation carries out and is controlled by the discrete 
time-steps of size t!  .The goal is to determine the 
velocity and position of the new time. The position of the 
object in the 3D scene is described by the global and local 
coordinate together. In configuration space (3)SE  , the 
local coordinate’s original point can be described, 
considering the convex polyhedral property, the position 
of objects in scene can be described in the coordinate 
system showed in the Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  Coordinate System 
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OXYZ indicates global coordinate,  i i i io x y z  is the local 
coordinate. Suppose point P is the mass center of the 3D 
object, then the position of P is denoted as 

q = !rp =
!r0 +!

!rpi =
!r0 +!

xi
yi
zi

"

#

$
$
$
$

%

&

'
'
'
'

                                     (1) 

, where
!r0 =O !O
" !""" !r0 =O !O

" !"""
,
!rpi and 

!rp  is the position 

vector in local and global coordinate[14]. ! is the 
transfer matrix of local coordinate related to global one.  

Define the generalized coordinate of the system as 
nq R! (n is the number of coordinates). The kinetic 

energy denoted as T = 1
2
!qTM !q , where M  is the 

mass/inertia matrix of the part. Suppose object j  

produced contact force as 
3

1
i i

i

F I
=

! then the contact force 

produced by i is, 
3

1

( )i i

i

F I
=

!"  the Lagrange equation is as 

equation (2):  

d
dt
!T
! !qi

"
!T
!qi

=Qi + (
!x j
! !q

"
! #x j
! !qi=1

3

$ )Fi                   (2)                                                 

where iQ is the general force, and does not include the 
contact force of the contact point. The forces beyond 
impulse forces are ignored. Take the micro-collision as a 
dynamic process of period 1 2[ , ]t t , the velocity and 
tangent impulse are continuously change 

with normal impulse. Take the normal impulse as 
independent variable; the dynamic motion equation can be 
described as :  

       

dvt
dP3

= KTM !1K dPt
dP3

+ KTM !1h

dv3
dP3

= hTM !1K dPt
dP3

+ hTM !1h

"

#
$
$

%
$
$

              (3) 

Collision Response 
The collision response model is responsible for 

computing the pair of equal and opposite impulses which 
applied to the colliding bodies in order to prevent 
penetrating from each other. Like contact forces, collision 
impulses are subject to frictional constraints, as well as 
other constraints governing the energy dissipation during 
collisions. According to the sliding direction assumption, 
collision response algorithms can be divided into two 
categories. The first one assumes sliding direction is 
constant. This approach is used widely in interactive 
dynamic simulation [15-17]. A collision impulse changes 
the relative normal velocity as well as the relative 
tangential velocities. The direction of the tangential 
velocity is not constant. The constrained-based method 
use differential equations that describe the collision 
process. This class of collision response methods has been 

studied by many researchers [18-20]. The approach of 
collision response adopted here is based on the second 
method. The collision detection library responsible for 
determine the contact points and the contact normal 
vectors. Suppose the constraint anchor point are 
represented by ap , bp , and the relative velocity. Suppose 
there exists K contacts , and ki , kj  , represent two contact 
objects. The contact normal vector denote as kn

!
, the 

contact anchor point is 
!pk  , then the relative velocity 

along contact normal direction is 
!vkrel =

!nk (
!vik !
!v jk ) , 

where object ki , kj  at contact point pk   is !vik =
!
Vik +

!
!ik

!
!rkik

!v jk =
!
V jk +

!
! jk !

!rk jk . The relative velocity is 

examined to classify the contact: 1) the relative velocity is 
greater than zero, this isn not a contact and will not be 
reported by the collision detection. 2) The relative velocity 
is equal to zero, a touching contact without penetration. 3) 
The relative velocity is smaller than zero, this is a 
penetrating contact. 

To prevent objects penetrate with each other, the 
relative velocity should be satisfied the following 
condition: 

                
!vkrel =

!nk
T (
!
Vjk +

!
! jk !

!rkjk )!
!nk
T (
!
Vik +

!
!ik !

!rkik ) >= 0
                     (4) 

When the collision detection model collected the 
information of collision, then the collision resolve process 
is called. According to the conservation of momentum 
Law, the following equations should be satisfied. 

mi
!v
i!
+mj

!v
j!
=mi
!v
i+
+mj

!v
j+                         

Ii
!
!
i!
+ I j
!
!
j!
= Ii
!
!
i+
+ I j
!
!
j+

                     (5) 

In the above equation, the superscript ‘-’ indicates  the 
state before collision, the subscript ‘+’ indicates the state 
after collision. At the collision time, the impulse act on 
object ,i j is equal but opposite pairs and can be 
expressed by: 

                 
!
J =mi (

!v
i+
!
!v
i!
) = !mj (

!v
j+
!
!v
j!
)           (6)          

Suppose p  is the contact point,  
!
n  denote the normal 

direction of contact point.  n
!
,nx
"!"
,ny
"!"

constitute the standard 
normal coordinate system.  indicates the collision 
coefficient of friction, the impulse of collision satisfied 
Coulomb friction law and expressed as  inequality of 
equation  (7): 

      ( !nx !
!
j )2 + ( !ny !

!
j )2 ! µ 2 ( !n !

!
j ) ! ( "n !

!
j ) ! 0  (7) 

Using one contact point to approximate the contact 
region is the most practical method .With this method the 
collision response process will be speeded up. But for 
most cases, single point represents is a coarse 
approximation and results in unstable simulation. In our 
implementation, we adopted the algorithm that defining 
polyhedral area as the contact region. The drawback of the 
algorithm is to require more computation time. In one step 
time, the contact points are calculated. In next one, new 
points are gathered. Due to the computation amount, a 
special contact cache is used for saving the points. The 
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cache must be updated during the simulation. After each 
time step a new contact cache is created from scratch. 
Cache queries are performed as contact points are 
generated. First, the cache is queried for the interaction 
pair. If the pair is found, then each contact point entry 
corresponding to the pair is scanned. If a match is found, 
the data are retrieved from cache and passed to the solver. 
The process of the contact cache is described as follow. 

Algorithm Contact caching 

While simulate process do 

Generate contact points 

For all contact points do 

 query the cache for  

If cache hit then  

Read points information from cache 

Else 

 Put new information into cache 

End If 

End For 

For all contact constraints do  

 Call for constraints solver to resolve the 
constraints 

End For 

End While 

IV. OPTIMIZATION FOR REAL-TIME PHYSICAL 
SIMULATION 

In VR environment, the motion and behavior of virtual 
objects are required to be real time. For real-time physical 
simulation, the stabilization and performance are 
especially important. When the forces are balanced, the 
object will be at rest or moving with constant velocity. 
Stabilization and performance optimization are equivalent, 
because the faster the system is stabilized, the fewer 
iterations the solver needs in processing. Once the system 
is stabilized the optimization module will turn into sleep 
state. 

The propagation model for contact may require many 
times of iteration to produce visually appealing results 
especially in simulations with stacks of objects. If not 
enough iterations are used, the objects will penetrate into 
each other. To alleviate this effect, a new shock 
propagation method is proposed. All the objects in the 
bottom are assigned infinite mass; the mass matrix is set 
to zero. If an object of infinite mass is found to be in 
contact with a higher-level object, its motion is not 
affected by the impulses. Once assigned infinite mass, 
objects retain this mass until the shock propagation phase 
has completed. Consider the stack of objects, starting at 
the bottom of the stack, each object has its velocity set to 
zero and its mass subsequently set to be infinite.  

Because the resolve process of the physical based 
simulation is time-consuming task, even the power of 
nowadays computer is much faster than ever. On the other 
hand, the interactivity property is an important demand of 

real time scene building system. The sleeping policy is 
adopted in the design and implementation of the physical 
library. A sleepy object is an object that the kinetic energy 
is zero or the current state implies that it will not move in 
the immediate future. The benefit of sleepy policy is that 
there is no need to compute their motion. We can save 
computational resources by simply doing nothing for 
sleepy objects.  

The simplest method to determine sleepiness is to query 
the position and orientation of an object [21]. An object is 
flagged as sleepy whenever its kinetic energy has been 
zero within a numerical threshold over a specified number 
of iterations specified by a user. A scale-problem appear 
because large objects might be handled correctly, but 
small objects of the same scale as the threshold may be 
turned sleepy, even though they are moving. Another 
shortcoming comes from really slow moving objects. 
These could be turned sleepy if their motion is smaller 
than the threshold. Another often used heuristic is to track 
the linear and angular velocities of an object[22]. If the 
velocities are bellowed the specified threshold then the 
object turned sleepy. The drawback of the scheme is that 
linear and angular motions should be handled separately. 
Another method to determine when objects should be set 
to sleepy is depending on the total kinetic energy [23-25]. 
The genius of this is that a natural kinematic weighting 
occurs of linear and rotational motion, combining them 
into one measure. This differs from previous approaches 
which use two threshold tests, one for the norm of the 
linear velocity and one for the norm of the angular 
velocity. Using the kinetic energy allows an end-user to 
set a single threshold value, implying that any object with 
a kinetic energy less than this threshold is set to sleepy. 
Thus, the kinetic energy approach overcomes the problem 
of treating linear and angular motion separately. However, 
it may suffer from the problem of slow-moving objects, 
which necessitates tracking over several iterations. We 
make extension to the traditional approach of sleeping 
policy. Mass dependent threshold values. Kinetic energy 
is scaled by the inertia/mass properties of an object, so it 
makes sense that the absolute threshold test takes this into 
account. If not, objects with different mass properties will 
be treated differently.  

Combined, all these rules work fairly well in our test 
application. In the following section we demonstration the 
extended sleeping policy used in dynamic simulation. 
Although it seems attractive to apply a sleepy policy in the 
hope of obtaining real-time simulation, this is not a 
profitable approach. In real-time applications the user 
interacts with the world in a dynamic way, and he may 
thus put everything in motion. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The VR Scene Studio is based on the Massive 3D 

Database. The model includes point cloud model, mesh 
model, voxel model, analytical model. There are almost 
60,000 models in the database. About 1/3 is the model 
produced from scratch. Other is collected from Internet. 
The number of Precision models is1023 and high quality 
models are 6383.With The VR Scene Studio, 3D virtual 
scene can be easily constructed in short time. 

We have developed an application to test our physical 
library in different scenarios. The 3D model that appears 
in the scene is acquired from our 3D model database. The 
dog model is composed by 33854 triangles and 101520 
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vertices. The terrain model is composed of 115200 
triangles.  The applications use the OSG to draw the 
scenes. Figure 6 is our Scene Building System, where the 
left frame of window is used for choosing 3D models 
from database, the most right frame of window is 
especially for setting physical properties, and the middle 
window is the scene. Figure 7 is the interface to set 
physical properties. Figure 7 shows the default value of 
the physical properties. We can add 3D models for rapid 
scene building in the middle window. 

The test machine is a PC with an Intel Core 2 Quad, 
Q9400 (2.66 GHz), 4 GB of RAM memory and a 
NVIDIA GeForce 9300 GE with 256 MB of DDR2 
dedicated memory. The operating system is Microsoft 
Windows XP Professional (32 bits). VR Scene Studio is 
platform of scene building which written by C++ language. 
The physical library was composed of four distinct 
modules, which are Inter module, Dynamic module, 
Constraint module and Optimization module. 1) The Inter 
module is useful for user to control the properties of 
objects and interactive with other modules. 2) The 
Dynamic module implements mathematical functions and 
responsible for resolving the dynamical equations. 3) The 
Constraint module is used to resolve constraints 
effectively. 4) The Optimization module is responsible for
ensuring the stability and real-time.  

Figure 8 shows several kinds of examples from 
complex model to stack objects with physical property in 
our scene building system. Figure 9 is the application of 
boxes stacked. The restitution coefficient is set to 0.8.The 
large coefficient of restitution causes simulation errors to 
be propagated between neighboring boxes. Gray objects 
indicate sleepy objects. The combination of large 
restitution and simulation errors cause the box stack to 
blow-up seen from Figure 9. From equation (3) , impulse 
in every time step can be computed, while inequality(4),(7) 
guarantee the non-penetration and the existence of friction. 
The result showed the physical correctness and the real 
time property can be achieved at the same time. We test 
the correctness and real time property by the following 
application. 

Table 1 presents a result for the scenes illustrated by the 
screenshots in this section. The maximum, minimum and 
average of rendering time are shown. It showed that the 
physical library gained the interactive speed. 

 

 

 
Figure 8 (a) 3D models added to the Scene. (b), (c) and (d) show the 
dynamic process of the models in gravity field. (e) The stacked cubes 
are hit by a ball. (f) An arranged cube wall (composed of 210 cubes), 
some of cubes are moved to destroy the stable state and the correct 
responses are shown. (g) Plenty of primitive 3D objects (343 primitive 
objects of sphere, cube and column) released into the air with collision 
and response. 

TABLE I.   
TIME USED FOR DIFFERENT SCENES 

Scene Max (ms) Min 
(ms) 

Average (ms) 

Figure 8(e) 0.757 0.013 0.519 
Figure 8(f) 28.184 1.041 16.501 
Figure 8(g) 29.027  3.354  10.348 

Figure 6. VRStudio -The Scene Building System 

 

Figure 7. The interface of setting physical properties 
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To verify the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithms 
adopted in this paper, we designed another more 
complicated example to testify whether the interactive 
response time can be achieved. Figure 10 gives the 
illustration of the dynamic process of more complicated 
stacked scene. As our simulation results presented in this 
section indicate, quite complex and challenging 
simulations can be done with our optimized impulse-based 
approach. However the results also show that large scale 
stacking and many bodies dynamics process are still 
numerically challenging for the solver. 

 
Figure 9  Box-stack simulation with high restitution coefficient of 0.8. 
Red, green and gray separately indicate active , wants to deactivate and 

sleepy objects. 

 
Figure 10 More complicated stacked scene 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented the design and 

implementation of a physical module which can enhance 
the 3D scene building system with more realism. Our 
contribution can be summarized as follows: the definitions 
of physical properties are introduced by our physical 
library, which can be interpreted by the Dynamic module. 
The core Dynamic module is impulse-based paradigm, 
and the dynamic equation is established by Lagrange 
method. An effective contact resolver is proposed in this 
paper to handle contact constraints effectively and 
efficiently. Improved shock propagation is also used to 
improve the stability of the physical simulation. 

This work can be readily extended: one promising topic 
to be explored is GPU parallelization. Internal algorithms 
or even whole sections of our physical module could be 
redesigned in order to perform tasks in parallel. With the 
advent of GPGPU languages and their growing support 
and popularization, optimizations of this kind have 
become massively explored by recent works in physics 
simulation. 
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